Halloween is upon us! A great excuse to eat a ton of candy, watch some scary movies, and put on a costume. In case you still don’t have a costume, here are some Honors College-themed ideas that are sure to impress at parties, trick-or-treating, or any other fun and spooky activities you have planned for this All Hallows' Eve.

**The Honors Residential Complex**: Wear a sheet over your head and don’t take it off until next semester!

**The International Scholars Program**: Dress in normal clothes. Suddenly get up and leave the room. Come back a few minutes later and spend the rest of the night talking about how great the place you just went was, and how much you miss it. Sigh a lot. (My fellow ISPers can back me up on this one.)

**Pizza & Prof**: (For the couples out there.) If you and your sweetheart want to show your CHC pride this Halloween, one of you can dress up like your favorite professor, and the other like a pizza! So romantic, right? Prof, have a discussion topic prepared to entertain fellow partygoers (but only if they sent their RSVPs in on time), and Pizza, show up at 5:45 and try to not run out too early.

And if you’re looking for something really scary,
A Senior Working on Their Capstone: This should look like a typical zombie costume. Make some dark circles under your eyes, move slowly and try to appear semi-conscious, but instead of brains, moan and drag your feet around looking for, “coffeeeeee.” If people aren’t able to guess your costume, don’t worry, just curl up and cry on the floor somewhere. There won’t be any confusion then!

Happy Halloween, everyone!
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